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Bluetooth Body Fat Scale

Instruct ions for Use

iF1917B

ISO 9001 CERTIFIED BY SGS

Manufacturer: Zhongshan Camry Electronic Co., Ltd.
Address: Baishawan Industrial Park, Qiwan Road(N),
East District, Zhongshan City, Guangdong Province
Postal Code: 528403
Tel: 0760-88235618
Fax: 0760-88235600
Email: sales@camry.com.cn

The product picture is indicative only. 
Appearance specifications please in kind prevail.

iF the device transfer from the lowest or highest storage environment, to 
environment with 20℃, it takes at least two hours to recover to normal 
working mode.
iF the ME EQUIPMENT is not likely to be used for some time，please 
remove the battery.
Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible 
for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.
Under electromagnestic encironment, reset, collaspe and incorrect 
measurement are allowed.
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1. Battery  Installation 3. Registering and Connecting

4. Start Weighing
2. Download and set up the Application

Open the battery cover on the back of scale, then install
the batteries properly according to the pictures shown
below. If the batteries have been already installed, put
out the insulating strip.

2x1.5V AAA Battery or 4x1.5V 
AAA Battery. Please install battery 
according to polarity.

Note：After battery installation,please close the battery 
cover. Please use corresponding battery. Please remove 
battery if it is not used for a long time(more than three 
months).

Search“SenssunLife”in“App Store” or “Google Play” to
download the Application.
Or in another most convenient way by scanning the QR
code below.

Note about the compatibility:  
Online version in App Store for IOS system
Android 4.3 or above

Tips:：APP is keeping updating, so it may differ from 
showed on manual. For the final and accurate information,
please check on APP. 

Open APP SenssunLife, connect the device with APP
and submit your personal profile.(Before connection,
please make sure Bluetooth is turned on and scale LCD
is lighted up)
Note：Please make sure your setted personal information
is correct,in order to get accurate measurements.

The LCD is lighted up

Step gently to 
turn on the scale

Connect the 
scale with APP

Place the scale on hard and flat floor. Stand on the
scale with bare feet. The weight reading is stable
and flashes,then begins to be transmitted. The scale
shuts off after several seconds. APP will show and
save all indexs and history record.

Place the scale 
on hard and 
flat floor.

Keep your bare feet 
on the electrodes of 
scale.

Check the 
measurement 
data on APP.

Note:To make a proper measurement of body fat, 
please keep your bare feet on the electrodes of scale.
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Advise for use & care
1. Do not use the scale in humid, overheat environment. 
(Temperature range from 5℃ to 40℃. )
2. Stand on the scale steadily and touch the electrodes on 
the platform with your bare feet. Tip over will lead to a fall 
when you step on the edge of one side of the scale. 
3. Do not drop, shock or strike the scale as it is a precise 
instrument.
4. Keep the scale clean. Do not use acid cleaning agent.
5. Do not use the scale on the place with intense shake.
Keep standing firmly on scale when in use.
6. To ensure the accuracy of the data, it is recommended 
that each measurement be carried out at the same time 
of day.
7. When the battery runs out, please remove the battery 
in time to prevent leakage of the battery lead scale body 
corrosion;
8. Pregnant women, those with symptom of edema and
on dialysis treatment are not suggested to use the device. 
Those who use heart pacemaker or with other implanted 
medical device are forbidden for the device. 
11. Please stop using this product if the bottom case is
broken.

About the body fat scale
The product is a smart body fat scale with a high-
precision strain gauge sensor, which can help you to 
store and keep track of your weight on smart phone. 
This scale can transmit your weight data to your smart 
phone via Bluetooth technology, as well as make 
graph of your weight results, from which you are able 
to keep track of the trend anytime. Download the App 
on your phone to use Bluetooth scale, you will start 
your first step of weight control.

USER-FRIENDLY TIPS
1. The Fat% Hydration% content evaluated by the Fat Monitor 

Scale is only for reference (not for medical purpose). If your 
Fat% Hydration% content is over/below normal level, please 
consult your doctor for more advice.

2. Keep away from strong electro-magnetic field when using 
the scale.

3. Don't use the scale on the damp floor, neither could stand 
on the edge to one side of the scale, otherwise it may tip!
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SET

7. Warning indications

5. Buttons fuction & Personal
parameters setting

6. Weight unit setting

Fat Measuring
Fat measurement is in process, 
please don't step off the scale, 
and make sure your bare feet is 
touching with the electrodes.

Low Fat% Indication
The Fat% is too low. Please 
lead a morenutritional diet 
and take good care of yourself.

High Fat% Indication
The Fat% is too high. Please 
watch your diet and do more 
exercise.

Over-load Indication
The weighing subject on the 
platform exceeds the maximum 
capability of scale.Please step 
off to avoid damage.

Calibration
Error exists, please re-test 
to get the correct result.

Low Battery Indication
The battery power is 
running low, please replace 
with a new battery.

Turn on the scale and prompt to next 
parameter.
Value up by each interval press.
Press and hold the button to have 
consecutive value added.
Value down by each interval press.
Press and hold the button to have 
consecutive value reduced

Note：
1. If the model has no button,please set personal

parameters on APP.
2.The buttons are only for visitors and the default

user code is 0. You can’t set user code on scale,
APP will distribute one code automatically.
Please set personal parameters on APP.

Male/
Female

Parameters can be set in the following range:

Gender Height Age

Please set weight unit on APP or press UNIT button
on back of the scale to convert unit.
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FAQ

The software can't obtain weighing results from Bluetooth 
scale.
● Please confirm the connection sign on the App interface 
   to know the connection status.
● Confirm the Bluetooth is on in your device and the bluetooth 
   scale is on within the valid range of signal coverage.
● Check whether the battery power is running low, please 
   replace with a new battery.
● Relaunch the application.
● Turn off the Blueooth and on again, then bridge the Bluetooth 

connection between scale and smart phone again.

Fail to connect to your device
● Please make sure only one device is setting up connection 
   with the Bluetooth scale.
● Please make sure your device is equipped with Bluetooth 4.0 
   or above.

LCD has no response
● Please first check the batteries and replace them if necessary
● Repairs may only be carried out by our autherized custormer 

service or dealers.
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